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I canÂ’t even express the thought of in excess 
And all the love for all my angels 
And friendship which enables 
Prosperity and good will 
For the cup of life will spill 
And bring us a new dawn 
To which we feel reborn 
And all the vibe of all the colours 
And intellectual mullerÂ’s 
Who read all the above 
And feed off all our 
Will turn their cries to sing 
Not taken under wing 
For now we surely know 
Our peace will always grow 

I always thought that it would be an illusion 
But only time will tell, only time will tell 

I canÂ’t even express, the thought of emptiness 
And all the people who are around me 
And things that you will soon see 
The spirits of my domain 
Will never stay the same again 
Until we surely find a peace that more inclined 
And all the vibe of all the colours 
And intellectual mullerÂ’s 
Who read all the above 
And feed off all our 
Will turn their cries to sing 
Not taken under wing 
For now we surely know 
Our peace will always grow 

Forever changing my mind is rearranging 
My words are contemplating 
And my thoughts are always skating 
Around and around I cannot here a sound 
The words are blocked out 
And my feet aint left the ground 
So I stop, I think, I really need a drink 
And just before I blink I realise IÂ’m jinxed 
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I lose my inhibition I need another mission 
You will never catch me bitching 
As I rock out in the kitchen 
I await my date I need to hesitate 
Do think I got it easy cos its handed on a plate 
Too late, my fate this world aint full of hate 
And that is all I have to say as I deliberate 

Forever moving my bodies always grooving 
The sounds are always soothing 
And my heart is always using 
The love that I feel when I bounce in time 
IÂ’m free like a bird in the sunshine 
I crouch down to the sound if I like the bass 
I put my hands in the air and I scrunch up my face 
I dance till my legs get weaker 
To the rhythm that I here from the speaker 
IÂ’m a school teacher 
When I jump on the mic 
IÂ’m nursery rhyming while riding my bike 
If we do show and tell you can show me what you like 
We can play all day in that rainbow light 
So if you want to be my friend and bounce around with 
me 
You got to spread that love with positivity 
You got to bend the bend the boundaries of reality 
And finally together we can be free
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